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The group operating revenue for the half year totalled

$27.6 million, which was 158% higher than the $10.7

million recorded in the same period last year and profit

after tax of $266,883 represented a decrease of $1.146

million or 81% on the previous corresponding period.

Earnings per share for the half year was 0.35 cents, an

88% decrease on earnings per share of 2.96 cents last

year. A total of $16.5 million was spent on the Dampier

Base Expansion, plant and equipment. 

The decreased profits arose principally from agreed

settlement on variations in connection with the Simpson

offshore pipelay contract. The Company’s earnings were

further adversely affected by increased overheads

associated with the establishment and growth of its new

business units and one-off restructuring costs.

Vessel Operations

Vessel earnings were on budget for the half despite having

the largest vessel – Mermaid Explorer - out of the water for

the majority of the time. The Mermaid Explorer underwent

a major refit where completely new engines and gearboxes

were fitted. Apart from the Explorer, the larger vessels of

the fleet had above budget utilisation whereas the smaller

boats were below.

Dampier Base Expansion

The dredging work, slipway construction and pipestringing

facilities, representing 95% of the project, were completed

in the half year. The remaining work includes the wharf

construction, some final earthworks and installation of

services. The wharf should be completed in April 2002 and

a phase II extension later in the year.

Costs remain on track with latest forecasts at around $29m,

however, completion of the wharf is behind schedule. The

schedule was adversely affected by competing requirements

of resources and access for execution of the Echo/Yodel

and Simpson projects at the base.

Slipway

The slipway had a successful start up, its turnover for the

half was around $4m. Although showing a profit for the

half, the slipway’s efficiency was affected by typical start-up

issues. The slipway had also to contend with the competitive

issues involved with breaking into the market and winning

its market share. Nine (9) third party vessels and six (6)

Mermaid vessels were slipped during the half.

Pipestringing

The technical execution of pipestinging involved with the

Echo/Yodel and Griffin projects was a success. The

O v e r v i e w company had contractual and lease disputes with Coflexip

on these projects, which resulted in court actions and both

sides incurring some expensive legal costs. These disputes,

however, did not affect the execution of the projects, which

fully complied with all technical criteria. The projects did

not result in the profits that had originally been planned.

The late completion of the wharf had some knock on costs

and consequences for the projects. 

The pipestringing involved in the Simpson project was also

executed in the half. This again was achieved with technical

success. As demonstrated by the execution of three

pipestringing projects on the Dampier Base in the half, the

Company believes that the Dampier Base has proved its

role and market position in these types of projects.

Labour and Management

The most significant event for the half was the winning of

the Allseas Marine and Construction labour contract for the

Duke pipeline project across Bass Strait. On the back of this

contract, Allseas were successful in being awarded two

more Bass Stait pipelay contracts (Esso Bream pipeline and

OMV Patricia Baleen pipeline ) with Mermaid Labour and

Management supplying the labour again. The start-up and

early commencement of these operations went well and are

expected to continue well into the second half of the year.

Offshore Engineering Construction

Mermaid Marine won its first offshore installation contract

as prime contractor – the Simpson pipeline installation

contract. The project was bid and awarded as an $8m

contract, but once awarded, the project changed rapidly in

scope and size to almost double. It was a fast track project,

being awarded in July with pipestringing being performed

in August and pipeline installation at site in September.

Mermaid is proud of its technical performance of the

project. It was a huge achievement to successfully complete

such a fast track project with such massive changes of

scope within the tight time constraints and still reach the

client’s targeted first oil date. 

Mermaid will, however, post a loss against this project.

Although the client was very happy with Mermaid’s

performance they adopted a very rigid contractual stance

with respect to the changes that occurred during the

project. Rather than becoming involved in lengthy

disputation with a highly valued client, Mermaid has

decided to accept the settlement offer.

Mermaid / Clough JV

Mermaid and Clough have formed a Joint Venture to

participate in the shallow water construction market on the

West coast of Australia. The joint approach will limit risk

and overhead to both win and execute shallow water

construction work our region. The JV owns the Shallow

water pipelay barge ”Clough Challenge“; it has access to

the Mermaid Pipestringing facilities in Dampier and the

joint resources of both companies.

Supply Bases

The Mermaid Broome Supply Base supported drilling

programs for both Santos and BHPP in the half and provide

support for some other marine clients. The Broome

operation remains a small but profitable operation and

supports strategic positioning for the company. Mermaid

has taken some further leased water front acreage in

Broome and will establish a small boat slipway operation to

complement its supply base operations there.

The Mermaid Dampier Supply Base has had a very busy

period with the start up and operations of the slipway,

continuing wharf construction, three pipestringing projects

and the normal supply base activities as well. The tenancy

side of the business will, logically progress once the Base

offers wharf operations. 
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